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David Attenborough: Climate 'biggest 
threat in thousands of years' 
Sir David Attenborough is calling for urgent action to tackle 
climate change, which he describes as the "biggest threat to this 
planet in thousands of years". 
       

 ‘In the end the important actions can only be 

taken by big business, by industry and by 

politicians 

This is not a theoretical enterprise and they are 

not working in a vacuum 

They are dealing with real peoples’ futures’.  

Sir David Attenborough 

      

 

Are you 

listening?? 
 

 

 



Lets take a look 

Image facebook 

 

 

 



 
 

 
Earthjustice.org                                                                                                                                     
 

 



The Ecologist 

Youth activists ramp up 
fracking campaign 

Katie Hodgetts 

 30th November 2018 
 

The UK Youth Climate Coalition has stepped up its campaign to 
engage with the government on fracking. 
Young activists of the UK Youth Climate Coalition (UKYCC) sent a letter to the UK Government 
calling for a meeting with the Minister of State for Energy and Clean Growth, Claire Perry, to 
vocalise their concerns over plans for fracking. 

Unsurprisingly, they were met with diplomatic silence, with Claire declining a meeting or 
subsequent engagement, due to a ‘busy schedule’. 

Yet in a twist or irony this very same ‘busy schedule’ allowed Claire to meet with INEOS, Shell 
and Caudrilla among others in April this year, prior to key fracking proposals being pushed 
through. 

 

 

 

https://theecologist.org/2018/oct/09/youth-call-government-ditch-fracking-proposals-reports-marianne-brooker
https://www.facebook.com/UKYCC/photos/a.112567169449/10156717821174450/?type=3&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARCii5LFAdZOApwYy4z3EV91VkGCw6AAJqYAQFM0zPZfeoUCGks1hA5fsxoCiW8HAP3-SkJBfLK5oG22iwIhC7sYgwAi1P1nBLWkazapR7ATXJf5DiaZYQc2r3BSAKu_-7kCmllP5tcM5rKbfFrjtOYY4GK43IuCppssX0Q8m11MqmX83lYX_P4QEmFkZOW9QQ4nL455DlgfkABxLdRQBMpEMr-tLg&__tn__=-R


United Nations 

Youth for Climate Action 
The world needs leadership on climate change and young people are stepping up to 

the challenge! Learn how young people, together with the UN system, are playing a 

key role both in the intergovernmental climate change negotiations and in their 

communities – helping all of us change the way we live and do business. 

Canadas’ National Observer 

Canadian youth occupy MP offices 
across the country calling for climate 
action 

By Chris Hatch in News | November 30th 2018 
 

Canadian youth conducted sit-in demonstrations across the country on 
Friday, occupying the offices of members of Parliament and calling for 
increased action against climate change. 

Operating under the banner of "Youth Rising," the protests were 
organized in advance of the upcoming UN climate negotiations starting 
Monday in Poland, and mirror mass actions around the world in recent 
weeks. 

“We are the ones who will pay the greatest price from 
climate change. Where is the job creation for us? It is 
our futures that are at risk." 

 

 

https://www.nationalobserver.com/u/chris-hatch
https://www.nationalobserver.com/news


“We know that climate change 
compounds the daily struggle faced by 
millions of the poorest families in the 
world, but this report shows it could 
also increase the risk of worsening 
violence and conflict. This is just the 
latest in a huge body of evidence 
showing that securing an international 
agreement to limit global warming is 
essential to protect vulnerable children 
from danger.” 
Unicef UK Executive Director, David Bull 

https://www.unicef.org.uk/publications/climate-change-violence-and-young-people/ 

 
Increase Of Sun’s Energy Absorbed In The Arctic 

Image Credit: NASA 

https://www.nasa.gov/press/goddard/2014/december/nasa-satellites-measure-increase-of-sun-s-energy-absorbed-in-the-arctic


Independent, Oliver Hayes, 27.11.2018 

A decade on from the Climate Change Act, 

the government should heed the public’s 

calls to halt environmental breakdown 

By relentlessly pursuing fracking and granting airport expansion, the 
unpalatable truth is our government is failing us 

There is a challenge in moving away from gas-powered central heating, 

complicated by the government’s fixation on fracking, but with new 

technologies emerging and an emphasis on insulating homes, it can be done. 

Nobody loses in this scenario: bills come down, jobs are created, older homes 

are made habitable and in so doing, illness and yes, winter deaths are reduced. 

Importantly, public support is high, with polling from Client Earth showing a 

majority of the British public agree with not just immediate and urgent action, 

but even litigation on climate change. 
 

 

Client Earth 

News / 20 August 2018 

The British public wants urgent action on climate change, 
and strongly supports holding fossil fuel companies and the 
UK government accountable for the negative effects of 
climate change, a groundbreaking new survey from 
ClientEarth reveals. 

https://www.documents.clientearth.org/wp-content/uploads/library/2018-08-20-
clientearths-climate-snapshot-coll-en.pdf 

 

 

 

https://www.clientearth.org/british-public-supports-urgent-action-and-litigation-on-climate-change-poll-reveals/


•  
The Irish Times 

Why the Government ignores climate 

change 
Our national response is characterised by an unrealistically optimistic effect 

Fri, Oct 12, 2018, 05:00 
Orla Muldoon 
 

Hard choices 
One of the things that is readily apparent around climate change is that we have very 
few people selling the hard choices. If people care about this issue as I believe they 
do, we could do with some leadership in this area. Climate change may not be 
a pressing concern now, but it will be soon. 
 
It will matter to farmers whose lands will flood. It will matter to hospitals that need 
access to clean water. It will matter to home-owners whose houses may be at risk of 
flooding or fire. It will matter to our children and grandchildren who we 
will have let down in the most appalling way.  
A green future is not a bad thing. It is shorter commutes. It is cleaner. It is more time 
to spend with family and friends. It is a healthier diet. It brings forests to walk in. 
And reliable bus services. 

 



 

 
 

End The Madness 

Ban Fracking 

Protect Our Earth 

Protect Our Young 

THERE IS NO PLANET B 
 


